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Abstract
We revisit the possibility of Majorana neutrinos production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
by studying the pp → l+i l+j + 2 jets (lj ≡ e, µ) process which, due to leptonic number violation,
is a clear signature for intermediate Majorana neutrino contributions. The interactions between
Majorana neutrinos and the Standard Model particles are obtained from an effective Lagrangian
approach. Majorana neutrinos with masses of a few GeV are long-lived neutral particles, and we
take advantage of its measurable decay length: in the same-sign dilepton channel, we exploit this
fact imposing cuts that reject the SM background, and analyze the distribution corresponding to
the angle between the final leptons, using a forward-backward like asymmetry to study the effects
of the different gauge invariant operators. We also study the pp→ l+i νγ process, which is dominant
for low mN masses if tensorial one-loop generated new physics leading to a magnetic moment for
the heavy neutrinos is present. This channel provides a powerful signal that could be observed at
the LHC with the aid of non-pointing photons observables and cuts on the displacement between
the prompt lepton and the photon in the final state.
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I. INTRODUCTION
While the discovery of neutrino oscillations and its interpretation in terms of non-zero
neutrino masses remains as the most compelling evidence for the existence of physics beyond
the Standard Model, many proposals have been made to explain the tiny neutrino masses,
and the seesaw mechanism stays as one of the most straightforward means for solving this
problem [1–6]. The mechanism introduces right-handed sterile neutrinos that, as they do not
have distinct particle and antiparticle degrees of freedom, can have a Majorana mass term
leading to the known masses for the standard neutrinos, as long as the Yukawa couplings
between the right handed Majorana neutrinos and the standard ones remain small. The
Majorana mass term implies the possibility for lepton number violating (LNV, ∆L = 2)
processes involving charged leptons.
The inquiry into the Majorana nature of neutrinos has led to dedicated searches for ev-
idence of LNV at hadron colliders in the very well known same-sign dilepton (ss-dilepton)
channel pp → l+i l+j + 2 jets (see [7–16] and references therein) recently including new pro-
duction mechanisms [17–19], and the chances to discover heavy Majorana neutrinos in e+e−,
e−P , e−γ and γγ colliders have been studied [20–30]. Searches for heavy Majorana neutrinos
in the ss-dilepton channel are currently being performed at the LHC [31–35].
In the na¨ıve Type-I seesaw scenarios often studied, Yukawa couplings of order Y ∼ 1
require a Majorana neutrino mass scale of order MN ∼ 1015 GeV to account for a light ν
mass compatible with the current oscillation data (mν ∼ 0.01eV ), and this fact leads to the
decoupling of the Majorana neutrinos. On the other hand, for smaller Yukawa couplings
Y ∼ (10−8 − 10−6) sterile neutrinos with masses around (1 − 1000) GeV could exist, but
in the simplest Type-I seesaw scenario this leads to a negligible left-right neutrino mixing
U2lN ∼ mν/MN ∼ (10−14 − 10−10). Thus, as suggested in [9], the detection of Majorana
neutrinos (N) via ∆L = 2 processes would be a signal of physics beyond the minimal
seesaw mechanism. The Majorana neutrino interactions could be best described in a model
independent approach based on an effective theory, considering Majorana neutrinos N with
negligible mixing with the νL.
The effective interactions for the heavy Majorana neutrinos were early studied in [9],
where the possible phenomenology of dimension 6 effective operators was introduced. The
dimension 5 operators extending the low-scale Type-I seesaw were investigated in [36]. Their
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phenomenology is addressed in recent works as [37] for the Fermilab SBN program, and in
[38] concerning N− Higgs interactions in hadron colliders. The dimension 7 effective N
operators are studied in [39, 40]. The feasibility of observing heavy Majorana neutrinos
with mass mN . 30 GeV in the future Belle-II and ILC experiments is studied in [41].
The effective model we consider in this paper [9] has been tested in the LHC Run I [34, 35]
for Majorana neutrino masses above 100 GeV , in events with high transverse momentum
objects including two reconstructed leptons and jets, for
√
s = 7 TeV . The data are found
to be in agreement with the expected SM background, leading to limits in the effective
couplings and new physics scale for some selected operators. If this kind of sterile neutrino
exists for mN < mW , the produced jets in the final state l
+
i l
+
j + 2 jets may not pass the cuts
required to reduce backgrounds, as pointed out, for example, in ref. [42].
Indeed, for masses mN around a few GeV the Majorana neutrino we are considering
behaves as a long-lived neutral particle, with a measurable decay length. This gives us a
new means for probing the effective new physics at this lower mass scale, taking advantage of
displaced vertices techniques. Recent works use displaced vertices for studying heavy sterile
neutrinos in the LHC [14, 38, 43–47] and future colliders [48, 49].
In our previous work [50] we found that for mN . 30 GeV , the dominant neutrino plus
photon N → νγ decay channel is given by the contribution of effective tensorial operators
generated at one-loop level in the unknown underlying ultraviolet theory. As this channel
cannot shed light on the Majorana or Dirac nature of heavy neutrinos, we first tackle the
LNV same-sign dilepton signals for low Majorana neutrino masses neglecting the one-loop
operators contribution. This enables us to test the capability to discern between the dif-
ferent gauge invariant operators contribution to the pp → l+i l+j + 2 jets process, using a
forward-backward like asymmetry, and imposing displaced-vertices cuts that reject the SM
background, in a scenario with no one-loop-generated operators contribution.
In spite of not being a LNV signal, a study of the dominant neutrino plus photon decay
channel is included in this paper, as it also was found that long-lived neutral radiatively
decaying particles like the Majorana neutrino N , could explain the MiniBooNE [51, 52] and
SHALON [53] anomalies [50], following sterile neutrino explanations for these experimental
puzzles [54]. The radiative N → νγ channel can be observed by the signature of an isolated
electromagnetic cluster together with missing transverse energy, where the photon originates
in a displaced vertex. New physics searches involving displaced photons and missing trans-
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verse energy have been performed at the LHC [55, 56], mainly dedicated to SUSY searches,
and searches with the same final state: lepton, photon and missing ET [57].
The paper is organized as follows. In sections I A and I B we review the effective La-
grangian approach and the experimental bounds on the effective couplings. In Sec.I C we
discuss the distinctive features of the low mN region for our signals. The same-sign dilepton
plus jets process is studied in Sec.II, introducing the displaced leptons distance Ll
+l+ and
our results for the leptonic forward-backward like asymmetry Al
+l+
FB . In Sec.III we study the
prompt lepton and neutrino plus photon process, presenting the non-pointing photon zDCA
and displaced lepton-photon distance Ll
+γ signal distributions. Our final remarks are given
in Sec.IV.
A. Effective model
While most of the past work has been focused on the investigation of heavy Majorana
neutrinos that mix with the SM light neutrinos in the framework of low scale Type-I seesaw
scenarios (see [7, 8]), the aim of our approach is to investigate the possible contributions
of a heavy Majorana neutrino with negligible mixing to the SM νL. Although the minimal
framework capable of accommodating the measured light neutrino masses requires the in-
troduction of two singlet Majorana fermions, in this work we will consider the most simple
benchmark scenario where only one heavy neutrino state is taken into account.
Thus we consider an effective Lagrangian in which we include only one relatively light
right handed Majorana neutrino N as an observable degree of freedom. The effects of the
new physics involving one heavy sterile neutrino and the SM fields are parameterized by a set
of effective operators OJ constructed with the standard model and the Majorana neutrino
field and satisfying the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge symmetry [58].
The effect of these operators is suppressed by inverse powers of the new physics scale Λ.
The total Lagrangian is organized as follows:
L = LSM +
∞∑
n=5
1
Λn−4
∑
J
αJO(n)J (1)
where n is the mass dimension of the operator O(n)J .
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Note that we do not include the Type-I seesaw Lagrangian terms giving the Majorana and
Yukawa terms for the sterile neutrinos. The dominating effects come from the lower dimen-
sion operators that can be generated at tree level in the unknown underlying renormalizable
theory.
The dimension 5 operators were studied in detail in [36]. These include the well known
Weinberg operator OW ∼ (L¯φ˜)(φ†Lc) [59] contributing to the light neutrino masses, and
operators with the N : ONφ ∼ (N¯N c)(φ†φ) contributing to the N Majorana masses and
giving couplings of the heavy neutrinos to the Higgs (its phenomenology for the LHC has
been studied very recently in [38]), and an operator O(5)NB ∼ (N¯σµνN c)Bµν inducing magnetic
moments for the heavy neutrinos, which is identically zero if we include just one sterile
neutrino N in the theory 1.
In the following, as the dimension 5 operators do not contribute to the studied processes
-discarding the heavy-light neutrino mixings- we will only consider the contributions of
the dimension 6 operators, following the treatment made in [9]. We start with a rather
general effective Lagrangian density for the interaction of right-handed Majorana neutrinos
N including dimension 6 operators.
The first operators subset includes those with scalar and vector bosons (SVB),
OLNφ = (φ†φ)(L¯iNφ˜), ONNφ = i(φ†Dµφ)(N¯γµN), ONeφ = i(φT Dµφ)(N¯γµei) (2)
and a second subset includes the baryon-number conserving four-fermion contact terms:
OduNe = (d¯γµu)(N¯γµl), OfNN = (f¯γµf)(N¯γµN), OLNLe = (L¯N)(L¯l),
OLNQd = (L¯N)(Q¯d), OQuNL = (Q¯u)(N¯L), OQNLd = (Q¯N)(L¯d), (3)
where ei, ui, di and Li, Qi denote, for the family labeled i, the right handed SU(2) singlet
and the left-handed SU(2) doublets, respectively. Also γµ and σµν are the Dirac matrices,
and  = iσ2 is the antisymmetric symbol.
1 The effects of considering the O(5)NB operator were studied in [36] for the case of 2 massive Majorana
neutrinos N1,2. The lighter N1 must decay to SM particles via the mixing between light and heavy
neutrinos. The channel N1 → νγ is also found to be dominant for mN1 < mW , and its possible discovery
through the presence of a displaced photon vertex is mentioned. Our treatment coincides with the limit
in which N1,2 are mass-degenerate and the light-heavy mixing is taken to be zero.
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One can also consider operators generated at one-loop level in the underlying full theory,
whose coefficients are naturally suppressed by a factor 1/16pi2[9, 60]:
ONB = (L¯σµνN)φ˜Bµν , ONW = (L¯σµντ IN)φ˜W Iµν (4)
Here Bµν and W
I
µν represent the U(1)Y and SU(2)L field strengths respectively.
In this paper we study the well known ss-dilepton Majorana neutrino signal pp→ l+i l+j jj
schematically depicted in Fig.2, and the new pp→ l+i νγ neutrino plus photon channel shown
in Fig.7. In order to obtain the cross sections for the above processes, we derive the effective
Lagrangian terms involved in the calculations, taking the scalar doublet after spontaneous
symmetry breaking as φ =
(
0
v+h√
2
)
, with h being the Higgs field and v its vacuum expectation
value.
For the production vertex I in Figs.2 and 7, and the decay vertex II in Fig.2, we have
tree-level generated contributions from the effective Lagrangian coming from (2), related to
the spontaneous symmetry breaking process, and 4-fermion contributions from (3):
Ltree−leveleff =
1
Λ2
{
−mWv√
2
α
(i)
W W
† µ NRγµeR,i + α
(i)
V0
d¯R,iγ
µuR,iNRγµeR,i+
α
(i)
S1
(u¯L,iuR,iNνL,i + d¯L,iuR,iNeL,i) + α
(i)
S2
(ν¯L,iNRd¯L,idR,i − e¯L,iNRu¯L,idR,i) +
α
(i)
S3
(u¯L,iNRe¯L,idR,i − d¯L,iNRν¯L,idR,i) + h.c.
}
(5)
where the sum over the families i is understood and the constants α
(i)
J are associated to
specific operators according to
α
(i)
W = α
(i)
Neφ, α
(i)
V0
= α
(i)
duNe, α
(i)
S1
= α
(i)
QuNL, α
(i)
S2
= α
(i)
LNQd, α
(i)
S3
= α
(i)
QNLd . (6)
For the N → νγ decay vertex II in Fig.7, the considered Lagrangian terms are generated
by one-loop level tensorial operators:
L1−loopeff =
−i√2v
Λ2
(α
(i)
NBcW + α
(i)
NW sW )(P
(A)
µ ν¯L,iσ
µνNR Aν). (7)
where −P (A) is the 4-momentum of the outgoing photon and a sum over the family index i
is understood again. The coupling constants α
(i)
NB and α
(i)
NW correspond respectively to the
operators in (4). The total decay width of the N (ΓN) is calculated in [61], and the complete
dimension 6 effective Lagrangian is presented in an appendix in that work.
The effective operators in (2) and (3) cover a wide variety of new physics models, as
extended scalar and gauge sectors, vector and scalar leptoquarks, heavy fermions, etc. For
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example, the four-fermion contact operators OduNe ≡ OV0 and OQNLd ≡ OS3 have been
studied recently as a parameterization of the minimal Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM)
in recasts of LHC searches for the same-sign dilepton signal [62].
The effective operators above can be classified by their Dirac-Lorentz structure into scalar,
vectorial and tensorial. The scalar and vectorial operators contributing to the studied pro-
cesses are those appearing in (5) with couplings named αS1, 2, 3 and αW, V0 respectively. They
play a role in the production and decay vertices for the pp→ l+i l+j +2 jets process, and only
in the production vertex for the l+i νγ channel. The one-loop tensorial operators in (7) give
a magnetic moment for Majorana neutrinos, which drives the N → νγ decay.
B. Effective coupling bounds summary
The couplings αiJ of the different operators OJ in the effective Lagrangian (1) can be
bounded by exploiting the current existing experimental constraints on right-handed sterile
Majorana neutrinos, which are generally imposed on the parameters representing the light-
heavy neutrinos mixing parameters in seesaw models.
Recent reviews [26, 63–66] summarize in general phenomenological approaches the ex-
isting experimental bounds, considering low scale minimal seesaw models, parameterized
by a single heavy neutrino mass scale MN and a light-heavy mixing UlN , with l indicating
the lepton flavor. In previous works [50, 61] we have presented in detail the way in which
we take into account existing constraints on processes like neutrino-less double beta de-
cay (0νββ), electroweak precision data (EWPD), LNV rare meson decays as well as direct
collider searches, including Z decays. We refer the reader to those papers for a detailed
discussion. In order to put reliable bounds for the effective couplings, we take into account
existing experimental constraints on sterile-active neutrino mixings, relating the UlN mixings
in Type-I seesaw models [7, 8] with our effective couplings αJ in (1) by the relation
U2lN '
(
αJ v2
2Λ2
)2
, (8)
for the operators OJ contributing to each process imposing bounds on the mixings U2lN .
For the couplings involving the first fermion family the most stringent are the 0νββ-decay
bounds obtained by the KamLAND-Zen collaboration [67]. Following the treatment made
in [61, 63, 68], they give us an upper limit αbound0νββ ≤ 3.2 × 10−2
(
mN
100 GeV
)1/2
, where the new
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Set α0νββ αothers α1−loop
s0 αbound0νββ 0.3 1.9× 10−3
s1 αbound0νββ α
bound
0νββ (0.02)× 10−2
(
mN
100 GeV
)1/2
TABLE I: Effective couplings values in the considered sets. Here
αbound0νββ = 3.2× 10−2
(
mN
100 GeV
)1/2
, Λ = 1 TeV .
physics scale is taken to be Λ = 1 TeV (here and in the following) 2. Concerning the second
fermion family, for sterile neutrino masses 2 GeV . mN . 10 GeV the upper limits come
from the DELPHI collaboration [69]. Considering Ωll′ = UlNUl′N as in [8], we obtain the
bound αboundDELPHI . 2.3. The Belle [70] and LHCb [71] collaborations also find competitive
upper limits in the 2 GeV . mN . 5 GeV region. These results though depend heavily
on the considered decay modes for the sterile N [72–76]. The bound from Belle is still the
most stringent, giving a value αboundBelle . 0.3. For higher masses, in the range mW . mN the
upper limits come from EWPD as radiative lepton flavor violating (LFV) decays as µ→ eγ
[63, 66, 77, 78] giving a bound αboundEWPD ≤ 0.32.
Besides the different effective couplings are bounded in general by different experiments,
in order to simplify the discussion, for the numerical evaluation of the cross sections and
decay widths in this work we consider two different sets of numerical values for them. In the
set we call set 0 (s0), we take the couplings associated to the operators that contribute to
the 0νββ-decay for the first family as restricted by the corresponding bound αbound0νββ
3, and
we fix the other constants to the value αbound ≤ 0.3. For the 1-loop generated operators
we consider the coupling constant as 1/(16pi2) times the corresponding tree-level coupling:
α1−loop = αtree/(16pi2). Thus, for example, for the operator ONW , which contributes to 0νββ
we have
α
(1)
NW =
1
16pi2
αbound0νββ .
The set we call set 1 (s1) takes all the effective couplings to be equal to αbound0νββ . As an
illustration, for a Majorana mass mN = 5 GeV the 0νββ bound takes the value α
bound
0νββ (mN =
5 GeV ) = 4.5 × 10−3. Thus set 0 (s0) puts higher numerical values for the couplings than
2 The new physics scale Λ = 1 TeV is taken as an illustration. The scale can be changed to any other scale
Λ′ considering α′J = (
Λ′
Λ )
2αJ .
3 These are the couplings in (6), for the first family (i = 1).
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set 1 (s1).
C. Low mN kinematic features
As we mentioned in the introduction, Majorana neutrinos with masses of a few GeV are
found to be long-lived neutral particles that could be searched for in the LHC with displaced
vertices techniques. In this paper we exploit this long decay length in order to search for
the production of Majorana neutrinos.
In higher mN regions, the same-sign dilepton (l
+l+jj) signal has been thoroughly studied
in hadron colliders, in the effective framework we consider here [9], and searched for in the
LHC [34, 35] for mN above 100 GeV . Up to now, all LHC searches for heavy Majorana
neutrinos [31–35] in these final states are performed without considering the possibility of a
sufficiently long heavy neutrino lifetime causing the decay vertex to be displaced from the
production point.
The average decay length `N of the Majorana neutrino and its flight direction in the lab
frame can be obtained for each event from their simulated momenta kN :
`N = τNγβN =
(
(EN/mN)
2 − 1)1/2
ΓN
(9)
where E2N = |~kN |2 +m2N and ΓN = 1/τN is the decay width. The distance ` traveled by each
Majorana neutrino N in the lab frame is randomly sampled according to an exponential
distribution fdec(`, `N) =
1
`N
e
− `
`N , and the N displacement vector is
~LN =
~kN
|~kN |
`. (10)
As the Majorana neutrinos can travel a macroscopic distance before decaying, we consider
only those events with the decay occurring inside the detector. The probability for the N
to decay inside a detector of size LD is PDI = (1− e−
LD
`N ).
For each considered process in this work, we expect a number of signal events which
depends on the theoretical model parameters mN and the effective couplings set αset (as
defined in sec.I B) through the scattering cross section σproc(mN , αset), on the integrated
luminosity L, and on the size of the detector LD:
N (mN , αset,L) = L σproc(mN , αset) PDI . (11)
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The measurable decay length of the few-GeV mass Majorana neutrino will be exploited
in this paper considering two distinct observables: for the ss-dilepton signal, we find the
vertex displacement can be measured by obtaining the distance between the traces of both
outgoing leptons, a prompt one coming from the N production vertex, and the other in the
decay vertex. For the neutrino plus photon channel, we consider the distance between the
prompt outgoing lepton and the displaced photon traces, and also the non-pointing photon
observables defined in recent new physics searches in ATLAS [55, 56].
The cross sections for the l+l+jj and the l+νγ final states are shown in Fig.1, for the
prompt anti-muon (1a) and prompt positron (1b) channels. Here we take into account all
the scalar, vectorial and tensorial operators contribution (in eqs. (2), (3) and (4)), and set
the numerical values of the effective couplings according to set 0 (s0) in Tab.I. In this plots
we do not take into account the probability factor PDI in (11).
 
σ 
[p
b]
10−2
10−1
100
101
102
 
mN [GeV]
2 4 6 8 10
μ+ l+ 2 j + X
μ+ υ γ + X
(a) Anti-muon channel
 
σ 
[p
b]
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
 
mN [GeV]
2 4 6 8 10
e+ ν γ + X
e+ l+ 2 j + X
(b) Positron channel
FIG. 1: Total cross sections for the pp→ l+νγ +X and pp→ l+l+ + 2 j +X processes,
for the effective couplings set 0 (s0). Λ = 1 TeV . All the effective operators in (5) and (7)
are included.
It can be clearly seen in Fig.1 that in the effective framework we are working with, the
dominant decay channel in the few-GeV mN mass region is the N → νγ. Considering
an on shell N production, the cross section for the ss-dilepton process can be written as
the product of the production cross section by the decay channel branching ratio: σ(pp →
10
lljj) ' σ(ud¯→ lN)Br(N → ljj).
As the radiative N -decay channel completely dominates the low mass region and is driven
by tensorial one-loop operators, for the study of the LNV same-sign dileptons plus jets signal,
we assume α1−loop = 0 in order to study the ss-dilepton channel, which is not observable if
we have a 1− loop effective operators contribution.
In Fig.1 one can also appreciate the diminishing effect of the neutrino-less double beta
decay bound αbound0νββ value on the l
+ = e+ channel: the cross section for the second family
l+ = µ+ is appreciably higher, due to the more relaxed bound αbound = 0.3 considered in set
0 (s0).
II. SAME SIGN DILEPTON SIGNAL
u
d¯
kN
l+1
l+2
u¯
III
d
FIG. 2: Diagrams contributing to the process pp→ l+l+jj.
Using the effective Lagrangian in (5) we calculate the cross section for the production of
the heavy neutrino according to the parton hard processes shown in Fig.2.
The corresponding amplitude can be written as the product of the production and decay
processes:
M = −imN
Λ2
PN(k
2
N)
{
ΠW (q
2
2)α
(i)
W u¯(lu)γνPRv(ld)u¯(l2)γ
ν + α
(i)
V0
u¯γνPLv(ld)u¯(l2)γ
ν+
α
(i)
S1
u¯(lu)PRv(ld)u¯(l2)− α(i)S2 u¯(lu)PLv(ld)u¯(l2)+
α
(i)
S3
u¯(l2)PLv(ld)u¯(lu)
}
⊗
{
−ΠW (q21)α(i)W γµPRv(l1)v¯(pd)γµPLu(pu)+
α
(i)
V0
γµPRv(l1)(¯pd)γ
µPRu(pu) + α
(i)
S1
PLv(l1)v¯(pd)PRu(pu)−
α
(i)
S2
PLv(l1)v¯(pd)PLu(pu) + α
(i)
S3
PLu(pu)v¯(pd)PLv(k1)
}
, (12)
where l1 and l2 are the 4-moments of the final leptons, pu and pd are the 4-moments of the
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initial quarks and, lu and ld stand for the 4-moments of the final quarks. The W propagator
is ΠW , kN is the 4-moment of the intermediate Majorana neutrino, and PN its propagator.
Taking the center of mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV, σˆ and sˆ to be the parton level scattering
cross section and squared center of mass energy, and x1 and x2 the usual deep inelastic
scaling variables, we write the cross section as
σ(pp→ l+ l+ + 2jets) =
∫ 1
xm
∫ 1
xm/x1
dx1dx2(fu(x1)fd¯(x2) + fu(x2)fd¯(x1))σˆi(x1x2s) (13)
where the minimum value for x1 and x2 is xm = m
2
N/s and the function fq(x) represents
the q(x) parton distribution function (PDF). In our numerical simulations we have used the
CTEQ functions [79].
1. Backgrounds
As the considered signal is a LNV process, it is strictly forbidden in the SM, and the
background always involves additional light neutrinos in the final state that escape the
detectors as missing energy. The SM backgrounds have been extensively studied in the
literature (see [7, 8, 11, 15, 39]) and in recent experimental searches [31, 32].
The background for these searches can be classified into prompt leptons, charge-flip
opposite-sign dileptons and misidentified leptons. The first are SM events resulting in two
genuine same-sign leptons, including diboson production (WZ, ZZ) which gives ss-dileptons
when both Z and W decay leptonically and one lepton from Z decay cannot be isolated or
is missed out of the detector coverage, tt¯-plus boson (tt¯W , tt¯W , tt¯Z) processes contributing
to the signal when the tops decay hadronically and the bosons decay leptonically, triboson
(W±W±W∓), double W -sstrahlung (WWjj) and double parton scattering (qq′ → W ). The
charge-flip events originate in opposite-sign dileptons signals in which an electron undergoes
bremsstrahlung in the tracker volume and the associated photon decays into en e+e− pair,
and the opposite sign electron is misidentified as the primary electron if it carries a large
fraction of the original electron’s energy. This effect is negligible for muons. The last group
includes objects misidentified as prompt leptons, originated in B-hadrons decays, light quark
or gluon jets and photon conversions, and mainly tt¯ in which a top quark yields a prompt
isolated lepton (t→ Wb→ lνb) and the other same charge lepton arises from b quark decay
or a jet misidentified as an isolated prompt lepton. This is the dominant background for
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the mN < mW region [8, 31], and it cannot be easily eliminated in the few-GeV mN region,
as the cuts imposed on the final leptons pT in order to reject those coming from b decays
can also affect the signal: the tracks have not enough momentum to pass the cuts. This
channel can be viable with relaxed kinematic criteria, but as stressed in [14], we lack the
tools to simulate this background, as such a signature would need to be performed with a
data-driven estimation, as is done in [31].
In the range of N masses we study, it is produced with a significant boost, and its products
are typically collimated. However, distributions on the invariant mass of the l+2 jj system
M(l+2 jj) ∼ mN could help to distinguish the signal [13, 42].
Taking into account the vertex displacement can help background reduction, and that is
why we study this very interesting feature for the low mass region. Recent LHC searches
exploiting the long-lived particles displaced vertex feature in final states with charged leptons
and jets [80–83] originally intended for SUSY particles [84] are currently being used for
studying models with right handed massive neutrinos [43].
A. Numerical results
In order to make a preliminary survey we study the same-sign dileptons plus jets channel
making a parton level Monte Carlo simulation with the RAMBO [85] routine, for the LHC
with
√
s = 14 TeV . The effective new physics energy scale Λ in (1) is taken to be Λ = 1 TeV ,
and the CM energy of the hard processes
√
sˆ ≤ Λ, to ensure the validity of the effective
Lagrangian approach. Throughout all this section, we consider events with |η| < 1.83 for all
the final state particles 4. We do not introduce any cuts on transverse momentum, or track
isolation. The numerical values for the effective couplings are taken in the set 0 (s0) (Tab.I).
We present our numerical results summing over the final leptons possibilities (l+1 l
+
2 = eµ,
µe, ee, µµ).
In our parton level MC-simulation, the distance between the straight line containing
the flight direction of the prompt lepton produced in the primary vertex and the one for
the displaced secondary lepton can be found as the length of the segment orthogonal to and
crossing both traces: nˆl+1 and nˆl
+
2
in Fig. 3a. This line has direction nˆ = nˆl+1 × nˆl+2 /|nˆl+1 × nˆl+2 |
4 This is done just to ensure the numerical stability of our Monte Carlo simulations.
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and the distance Ll
+l+ can be calculated as Ll
+l+ = nˆ · ~LN , with the definition given in (10).
We calculate the distance between the traces of the charged leptons, which, almost al-
ways, is different from zero since the vertices are displaced. A sketch in Fig. 3a shows the
Ll
+l+ distance definition. The distribution of the signal distances between the lepton’s fly
directions is shown in Fig.3b for various few-GeV mN masses.
In order to reject the prompt ss-dilepton background, we set this cut up to Ll
+l+ = 1 mm,
which is approximately the precision of the detector, discarding events for which the distance
between the traces of the final leptons is less than 1 mm. In this way, we conveniently
eliminate the background, since the distance between the traces would be zero if this final
state (up to additional non-detectable neutrinos) comes from standard interactions.
P Px1 x2
l+1
l+2
N
jj
I
IIL
nˆ
l
+
1
nˆ
l+
2
(a) Schematic representation of the distance Ll
+l+ between
the final leptons directions
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+l+ distribution for different mN values.
Scalar and vectorial operators are included, set 0 (s0).
FIG. 3: Ll
+l+ definition and differential distribution.
1. Leptons Asymmetry
Our aim in this section is to investigate if the contribution to the ss-dilepton signal from
scalar and vectorial effective operators can be disentangled. This gives us a first estimate to
know to what extent this kind of search is worth to be done.
In view of the discussion given in Sect.I C, we study the few-GeV mN region for the ss-
dilepton signal taking into account the separate effects of the scalar and vectorial operators,
and considering the tensorial operators contribution not to be present.
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To measure the effects from the scalar operators we set the coupling constants corre-
sponding to the vector operators αW and αV0 equal to zero, and set the value of the scalar
operators α
(i)
S1,2,3
in (12) to the values of the bounds presented in Tab.I for the set 0 (s0). Sim-
ilarly, to study the contribution from the vectorial effective operators we set the couplings
αS1,2,3 equal to zero, and take αW = αV0 = α
bound = 0.3 (s0).
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FIG. 4: Contribution of the vectorial and scalar operators to the cross section for different
mN values as a function of the cut in L
l+l+
min , for the effective couplings set 0 (s0).
Once the displacement between the Majorana neutrino production and decay vertices is
used to reduce the few-GeV mN region background, we can test the separated contributions
of the vectorial and scalar operators to the process, in order to obtain information about
the kind of new physics behind these effects.
In Fig.4 we show the contribution to the cross section of the vectorial (Fig.4a) and scalar
(Fig.4b) operators for different mN mass values as a function of the implemented cut in the
minimum distance between the lepton’s fly directions Ll
+l+
min . We find the vectorial operators
give a greater cross section for the pp → l+ l+ + 2jets process. This happens because for
mN < mW the vectorial αW term in the amplitude (12) leads to an s-channel W resonance
in the production vertex I, which is not present in the scalar-only case. It can be seen
in Fig.4b that for the applied cut on Ll
+l+
min = 1 mm the cross section for mN = 5 GeV is
σscalar ≥ 2.1×10−4 pb. Considering an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, this gives 21 signal
events. In the case of vectorial operators (4a) the number of signal events in the same case
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is 80000.
With the momentum vectors of the prompt lepton l+1 and the secondary lepton l
+
2 , as
shown in Fig. 3a, we can obtain the distribution in the angle θ between their tracks in
the laboratory frame. This is done taking the scalar product of the unit vectors giving the
directions of their tracks: cos(θ) = nˆl+1 · nˆl+2 .
An asymmetry Al
+l+
FB can be constructed considering the difference between the number
of events in the forward hemisphere N+, with an angle θ in the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2 -giving
positive values for cos(θ)- and the number of events in the backward hemisphere N−, with
pi/2 ≤ θ ≤ pi and negative cos(θ):
Al
+l+
FB =
N+ − N−
N+ + N−
. (14)
This asymmetry does not require the prompt lepton assignment needed for calculating the
usual AFB for the underlying production process pp → l+N , also avoiding the identical
colliding beams problem [9]. As can be seen in Fig.5, where we show the angular distribution
for a mass of mN = 5 GeV , the contributions from both the scalar and vector operators lead
to an imbalance. However, we expect the angular distributions to be related to the Dirac-
Lorentz structure of the effective operators. Thus we expect a higher angular dependence
in the vectorial case, which is visible in Fig.5.
In order to estimate the chances of disentangling the contributions corresponding to the
scalar and vector effective operators, we study the angular asymmetry Al
+l+
FB , taking into
account the error
∆Al
+l+
FB =
√(
∂Al
+l+
FB
∂N+
)2
(∆N+)
2 +
(
∂Al
+l+
FB
∂N−
)2
(∆N−)
2. (15)
Assuming the number of events to be Poisson distributed, we write
∆N+ =
√
N+ and ∆N− =
√
N− (16)
and a straightforward calculation leads to
∆Al
+l+
FB =
√
1− (Al+l+FB )2
N+ +N−
. (17)
The results for the Al
+l+
FB observable for the vectorial and scalar operators cases are shown
in Figs. 6a and 6b. Here we considered an integrated luminosity of 100fb−1.
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FIG. 5: Angular distribution of the final leptons (l+1 l
+
2 = eµ, µe, ee, µµ) for the vectorial
and scalar operators. Here we take mN = 5 GeV and set 0 (s0).
We find that for the scalar set of operators the asymmetry is compatible with zero, but
the vectorial set shows a clear effect, different from zero, by several standard deviations. In
the case of the scalar operators contribution, this is due to the bigger error bars, which in
turn stem from the fact that the scalar operators give a lower contribution to the signal’s
cross section.
III. PROMPT LEPTON AND DISPLACED PHOTON
PLUS MISSING ET SIGNAL
As we found in [50], the N → νγ decay channel dominates the low mN region and is
driven by one-loop generated tensorial operators. If one includes these in the N decay width
calculation, this decay mode would overshadow the ss-dilepton signal. So in the case that
new physics involving tensorial modes is present, in this section we explore the chances to
observe the pp→ l+νγ process at the LHC.
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FIG. 6: Asymmetry in the angular distribution between the final leptons (l+1 l
+
2 = eµ, µe,
ee, µµ), with the errors estimates as defined in the text, for an integrated luminosity of
100fb−1 and effective couplings in the set 0 (s0).
The occurrence of magnetic moments giving N − ν transitions in the effective approach
was studied in detail in [36]. In that early work, the authors introduce three right handed
Majorana neutrinos -one for each generation- and thus have a nonzero dimension 5 operator
contribution O(5)NB = (N¯ ζ σµνN c)Bµν , due to the introduction of an antisymmetric matrix
ζ in flavor space. The relevance of the N → νγ decay mode was discussed there, and
the possible identification of the heavy neutrinos through the presence of displaced photons
was hypothesized. Astrophysical bounds stemming from the cooling of red giant stars and
supernovas on the coupling ζ were found for mN  30 MeV [36], well below the mass range
considered here.
In our current approach, the magnetic moment is generated by the tensorial dimension
6 one-loop level generated operators in (4). It leads to a very interesting phenomenology,
not yet studied in the context of the LHC. In this section we perform a rapid calculation in
order to grasp the possibility of detecting the sterile N through the use of displaced photons
observables, and explore the possibility of introducing cuts on the vertex displacement to
enhance the signal observation.
The cross section for the production and decay of the heavy Majorana neutrino hard
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νd¯
kN
u
l+1
γ
p
k
I II
FIG. 7: Schematic momenta in eqs.(18) and (19).
process we study can be written as:
σˆud¯→l+νγ(sˆ) =
∫
1
2sˆ
|M|2dΦ3.
Here the squared scattering amplitude in the narrow width approximation is [86]
|M|2 = pi
2ΓNmN
δ(k2N −m2N)|MI |2|MII |2
with the amplitude for the production vertex I in Fig.7 being
|MI |2 = 4
Λ4
[
(l1.kN)(pd.pu)[α
(i)2
S1
+ α
(i)
S2
(α
(i)
S2
− α(i)S3)]
+(l1.pu)(pd.kN)[α
(i)
S2
α
(i)
S3
+ 4α
(i)2
V0
]
+(l1.pd)(pu.kN)[α
(i)
S3
(α
(i)
S3
− α(i)S2) + 4α
(i)2
W |ΠW |2]
]
(18)
(i is the family index for the final charged anti-lepton l+1 ) and the amplitude for the decay
vertex II being
|MII |2 = 16v
2
Λ4
[
(k.p)2(α
(j)
NBcW + α
(j)
NW sW )
2
]
(19)
where j = 1, 2 is the family index for the final neutrino.
Again, the full cross section σ(pp→ l+νγ) is calculated making a Monte Carlo simulation,
using the the CTEQ pdf functions [79].
1. Backgrounds
The backgrounds for the l+νγ final state have been studied in SUSY searches in events
with a photon, a lepton and missing transverse momentum at the LHC [57] for high mo-
mentum regions and considering signals where all the final particles are produced promptly.
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It is classified as misidentified photons or leptons and SM-electroweak background. The
first arises when electrons or jets are misidentified as photons (coming from events where a
photon decays into an e+e− pair and an electron fails to register track seeds due to detector
inefficiencies) or a jet is misidentified as a photon when a large fraction of its energy is
carried by mesons decaying into photons. Misidentified leptons are reconstructed leptons
not arising from W or Z boson decays, and come primarily from heavy-flavor quark decays
and hadrons misidentified as leptons.
The SM-electroweak background is dominated by Z,W − γ events that have the same
signature as the signal events: a photon, a lepton and missing transverse energy (EmissT ) from
neutrinos. In the case of the dominant SM-electroweak background, leptons arise mostly
from W → νl decays, and the EmissT peaks nearly at mW/2. In our case, for few-GeV
mN this background could be reduced imposing a cut on the ν − γ system transverse mass
MT (ν, γ) . mN as defined in [57], but changing the role of the charged lepton with the
photon (see [87]), given they come from the decaying N .
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E T
m
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s  [
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/G
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10−2
100
 
ETmiss [GeV]
0 20 40 60 80
l+=μ+
Bkg. 1
mN=5 GeV, Set 0
Bkg. 2 
FIG. 8: Missing transverse energy EmissT distribution for the dominant SM-electroweak
background, and the signal for mN = 5 GeV and set 0 (s0) in the muon channel.
We made a fast parton level simulation of the dominant SM-electroweak background with
the CalcHep code [88]. As an illustration, in Fig. 8 we show the EmissT distribution curves
for the dominant SM-electroweak background and the signal for mN = 5 GeV and couplings
set 0 (s0) in the l+ = µ+ channel. The curve labeled Bkg.1 shows the background including
only a kinematical cut |η| ≤ 1.47 for the final particles, and a separation between the prompt
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EmissT cut Signal events (mN = 5 GeV ) Bkg.2 events Sig./ Bkg. (%)
5 GeV ≤ EmissT ≤ 10 GeV 1× 103 6× 102 167
5 GeV ≤ EmissT ≤ 20 GeV 6× 103 7× 103 86
5 GeV ≤ EmissT ≤ 30 GeV 1× 104 1.5× 105 7
TABLE II: EmissT cut for l
+ = µ+, set 0 (s0) and L = 100 fb−1.
lepton and the photon in the lab frame: |cos(θ`γ)| ≤ 0.9. The curve labeled Bkg.2 includes
also a cut on the ν − γ system transverse mass MT (ν, γ) ≤ mN = 5 GeV . Here we do not
consider the acceptance factor PDI in (11).
We find the signal EmissT distribution is not very sensitive to the mN changes in the few-
GeV mN region we study. This would allow to also impose a cut E
miss
T & mN to reduce
possible backgrounds without real EmissT . The fake E
miss
T backgrounds suppression depends
mainly on the resolution in the EmissT soft-terms, which are sensitive to the effects of pile-up
in the EmissT measurements. Its value is around 5− 10 GeV [89–91].
In Table II we show the number of signal events for mN = 5 GeV and for the Bkg.2
when imposing different EmissT cuts, for L = 100 fb−1. The signal number of events is over
the background in the optimistic interval 5 GeV ≤ EmissT ≤ 10 GeV , which leaves a small
phase space window for observations.
We have not quantitatively studied the fake EmissT backgrounds suppression using a min-
imum EmissT cut. Instead, our proposal is to study the possibilities to suppress the back-
grounds imposing cuts that take into account the vertex displacement of the signal, as will
be shown in the next sections.
2. Signal
For our signal, the smoking gun for the production and flight of the N is its decay length,
that leads to a finite separation between the primary and secondary vertex. We are mostly
interested in exploiting this distinctive displaced vertex feature, in this case measuring the
distance between the prompt lepton track and the displaced photon flight direction, in order
to reduce the backgrounds in the low mN region.
In the LHC, observables using non-pointing photons have been defined and new physics
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searches were performed involving photons originating from a displaced vertex due to the
decay of a long-lived particle into a photon and an invisible particle. These non-pointing
photons and EmissT final state searches [55, 56] focus on the discovery of long-lived SUSY
particles, but as is the case for this work, could serve the purpose of discovering heavy
Majorana neutrinos as well. The analysis technique developed exploits the capabilities of
the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter to make precise measurements of the flight direction
of photons. This direction can be determined by measuring precisely the lateral and the
longitudinal positions of the photon-originated shower in the front and middle layers of the
EM calorimeter. The variable used as a measure of the degree of non-pointing of the photon
is called zDCA, the difference between the z coordinate of the photon extrapolated back to
its distance of closest approach (DCA) to the beamline (i.e. x = y = 0) and zPV , the z
coordinate of the primary vertex [92], as shown in Fig. 9.
P Px1 x2
l+1
N
I
II
γ
ν
l+1
N
γ
ν
zPV zDCA
beamline x = y = 0
FIG. 9: Schematic representation of the pp→ l+νγ process and the zDCA observable.
3. Numerical results
The distance of closest approach zDCA of the displaced photon can be obtained in our
Monte Carlo simulation using the simulated momenta of the outgoing photons and the
decay length of the Majorana neutrino defined in (10), which is obtained from the simulated
momenta of the Majorana neutrinos, and the exponentially sampled distance `.
Taking zPV = 0, in Fig.10 we plot the normalized differential cross section of the signal
as a function of the distance of closest approach zDCA for the l
+ = e+, µ+ channels. Here
we have introduced only one kinematical cut, taking |η| ≤ 1.47 for the final particles, and a
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separation between the prompt lepton and the photon in the lab frame: |cos(θ`γ)| ≤ 0.9. In
the lower panels of Fig.10 we show the zDCA distribution for different mass values mN and
the couplings set 1 (s1). It can be seen from this pictures that the zDCA distribution is very
sensitive to both the couplings set and the Majorana neutrino masses. In this plots we also
consider the probability for the N decay to occur inside the detector PDI defined in Sect.I C
with a detector size LD = 1m.
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FIG. 10: zDCA distribution for the l
+νγ channel, for distinct mN values and effective
couplings sets 0 (s0) and 1 (s1).
In order to show more explicitly the dependence of the zDCA distribution on the values of
the effective couplings for distinct masses, and the efficiency of a cut on a minimal distance
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cut zmin, we consider the level contours of the quotient Q in the (α,mN) plane in Fig.11
Q =
∫ zD
zmin
dσ
dz
dz∫ zD
0
dσ
dz
dz
. (20)
Here in the integrands z stands for zDCA, and in the numerator we consider the number of
events with zDCA between a minimal distance cut zmin and a fiducial detector size, which
for simplicity we take as zD = 1 m. In the denominator we consider all the events between
0 and zD. The integrated luminosity is canceled in the quotient.
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FIG. 11: Contour levels of the quotient Q defined in (20) in the (α,mN) plane for the
zDCA distribution for the µ
+νγ channel. See the text for reference.
When the distribution is very concentrated around zDCA = 0, discarding the events with
zDCA ≤ zmin will reduce the value of Q. The level contours of this quotient tell us how
the spreading depends on the values of the effective couplings α and the mass mN , giving a
measure of the signal efficiency for this cut. In Fig.11 the vertical axes show the factor by
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which we multiply the values of the effective couplings defined for each coupling set in Tab.I.
A factor 1 implies we consider the values of the experimental bounds discussed in Sec.I B.
The full lines show the contour levels Q = 0.2, 0.7, 0.9. We also plot the curve given by a
decay length 5 of the Majorana neutrinos equal to the detector size `dec = LD = 1 m (dot-
dashed line), and the line showing the values of couplings and masses leading to 5 events
(dashed line) considering an integrated luminosity L = 100fb−1. The region of interest
is the one over the `dec = LD line (because higher coupling values lead to a lower decay
length for the Majorana N) and also over the 5−events curves (because higher couplings
give more events). The first constraint ensures the Majorana neutrino decays inside the
detector volume. In each plot the couplings set and the value of the zmin cut is indicated.
We show the curves for zmin = 10 mm and zmin = 30 mm
6. We find regions with events
where the signal has high efficiency after the zmin cut.
We also study the distribution of the signal with the distance Ll
+γ between the prompt
lepton and the displaced photon traces defined equivalently as in Sec.II. In Fig.12 we show
the normalized differential cross section of the signal for the l+ = e+, µ+ channels as a
function of the displacement distance Ll
+γ. Here we also take into account the probability
PDI .
We study the efficiency of the signal after a cut Ll
+γ > 5 mm, for different values of
mN and the couplings set 1 (s1), considering an integrated luminosity L = 100fb−1, for the
l+ = µ+ channel. Our results are shown in Tab.III.
5 Here, for simplicity, we take the Majorana neutrino decay length to be the average decay length `N in (9).
6 The expected pointing resolution for |zDCA| < 100 mm is in the 10− 20 mm range [56].
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mN Sig.eff. (L
l+γ cut)
3 GeV 66.1 %
5 GeV 76.7 %
7 GeV 82.0 %
TABLE III: Signal efficiency after cut Ll
+γ > 5 mm for the couplings set 1 (s1).
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FIG. 12: Ll
+γ differential distribution for the l+νγ channel.
Finally, we would like to stress that information on the photon’s time of flight used in
LHC searches [55, 56] could also be used to further reduce the backgrounds, relating it to
the ν − γ system transverse mass.
IV. FINAL REMARKS
The heavy neutrino effective field theory, parameterizing new high-scale weakly coupled
physics beyond the minimal seesaw mechanism gives a model independent framework for
studying possible lepton number violating effects in hadron colliders. In the simplified
scenario with only one extra heavy SM singlet N with effective interactions, it also leads to
dimension 6 Lagrangian terms giving a magnetic moment for the heavy N .
In this paper we study the effects of a heavy sterile Majorana neutrino with effective
interactions in the pp→ l+i l+j jj and pp→ l+i νγ processes in the LHC. For low mN masses of
a few-GeV the N behaves as a long lived neutral particle, leading to a distinctive displaced
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vertex signature that can be used to reduce backgrounds at the LHC.
Exploiting this fact we design a forward-backward like asymmetry for the pp → l+i l+j jj
channel, and find it could disentangle the contribution from scalar and vectorial effective
operators, giving a hint on the kind of new physics contributing to the effective interactions.
Making a statistical analysis we find the contributions from the two operator groups could
be distinguished. In particular, the vectorial operators give an asymmetry clearly distinct
from zero.
The heavy neutrino effective magnetic moment -yet unstudied in the LHC- leads in this
mass range to a novel displaced photon signature in the pp→ l+i νγ channel, which we find
could be detected with the aid of the non-pointing photon observable zDCA with cuts in the
displacement between the prompt lepton and the outgoing photon to reject the backgrounds.
Our encouraging findings suggest to deepen this preliminary parton level studies in order
to accurately model the signals and backgrounds in the LHC with Monte Carlo simulations
including hadronization and detector simulation techniques. The not-that-heavy Majorana
neutrinos could be discovered at the LHC in the case the triggers and analysis for Run II
dedicated searches keep reconstruction thresholds sufficiently low to efficiently tag displaced
vertices from signal processes.
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